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learning concurrent programming in scala aleksandar - aleksandar prokopec aleksandar prokopec is a
software developer and a concurrent and distributed programming researcher he holds an msc in computing
from the faculty of electrical engineering and computing university of zagreb croatia and a phd in computer
science from the ecole polytechnique federale de lausanne switzerland, free learning free programming
ebooks from packt - a new free programming tutorial book every day develop new tech skills and knowledge
with packt publishing s daily free learning giveaway, functional programming in scala 1st edition amazon
com - summary functional programming in scala is a serious tutorial for programmers looking to learn fp and
apply it to the everyday business of coding the book guides readers from basic techniques to advanced topics in
a logical concise and clear progression, learning concurrency in python pdf ebook now just 5 - python is a
very high level general purpose language that is utilized heavily in fields such as data science and research as
well as being one of the top choices for general purpose programming for programmers around the world,
functional programming books overview alex ott - functional programming has very long history and a lot of
books was released in paper electronic forms these books covers all areas from theoretical foundations of
functional programming to programming in concrete languages frameworks, java programming language
wikipedia - java is a general purpose computer programming language that is concurrent class based object
oriented and specifically designed to have as few implementation dependencies as possible it is intended to let
application developers write once run anywhere wora meaning that compiled java code can run on all platforms
that support java without the need for recompilation, spark sql and dataframes spark 2 4 0 documentation spark sql dataframes and datasets guide spark sql is a spark module for structured data processing unlike the
basic spark rdd api the interfaces provided by spark sql provide spark with more information about the structure
of both the data and the computation being performed, publications association for computing machinery about acm publications for more than 60 years the best and brightest minds in computing have come to acm to
meet share ideas publish their work and change the world, subject computer programming wikibooks open
books for - these books deal with computer programming the process of writing testing debugging
troubleshooting and maintaining the source code of computer programs a program s source code is written in a
programming language, a survey of deep learning frameworks towards data science - currently a limited
variety of tools are available in terms of deep learning frameworks since they implement algorithms which are
used in bleeding edge applications such as computer vision and machine translation, ranking programming
languages by github users - the languages with the fastest growing user bases are go typescript kotlin and rust
based on this analysis i ve been learning go and typescript in the last couple of weeks, large scale machine
learning with spark on amazon emr - amazon web services is hiring amazon web services aws is a dynamic
growing business unit within amazon com we are currently hiring software development engineers product
managers account managers solutions architects support engineers system engineers designers and more, a
golang tutorial with code examples toptal - a practical step by step golang tutorial with code samples this go
programming language example demonstrates how to build a wrapper that can turn any data structure into a
transactional service in go
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